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Mission
Our Mission is to provide learners 

with flexible learning opportunities 

anywhere, anytime.
Vision

Our Vision is to create a Global 

Campus to provide education and 

training opportunities beyond the 

boundaries of a classroom, so as to 

transform the way people learn.



 I am pleased to bring before you the twelfth edition of the SCDL Newsletter. SCDL has 
been making strides in living up to the ethos for which brand Symbiosis is known- be it in 
the matter of maintaining quality, developing new programs, introducing student friendly 
measures, taking a step forward in teaching and research, playing a lead role in the ODL 
space and in bringing education to one and all at finger tips.
 The day is not far when keeping in line with our tradition of bringing in innovations we 
hope to be the first Skills and Open University in the country, reaching out to the unreached 
and skilling the youth of the nation to make them industry ready.
 SCDL is humming with activity as it is in the process of preparing new programs, getting 
the infrastructure in place etc. to usher in the new university in 2016.
I am happy to state that SCDL’s certification for ISO 9001:2008 has been renewed for another 
three-year period.
 SCDL has been given the opportunity to host the International Regional Conference 
under the aegis of International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) in 2017.
We hope you will continue with us in our journey in striving for excellence and scaling newer 
heights.

With Best Wishes  
Dr. Swati Mujumdar

Principal Director
Symbiosis Open Education Society (SOES)



 I thank Students and Faculty for their generous contributions to the 12th edition of SCDL 
Newsletter.
 In this issue, you will read about the experiences shared by our students as a part of 
SCDL, creative efforts made by student, staff and faculty, learn about the accomplishments 
of the past year and also know about the latest developments in SCDL.
We welcome your comments and feedback on the newsletter.
Very happily, SCDL hands over its next issue of the Newsletter to the readers…

Kumkum Tripathi
Editor, SCDL



STUDENTS SPEAK

MORE POWER TO SCDL!! 
Being restless day in and day out, aspiring to complete a Management program was definitely 
not a good feeling for me as a Software Engineer working as a Senior Developer in an Information 
Technology (IT) firm. 
My desperate search ended at a destination called Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning 
(SCDL), which provided me ease to pursue a Management Program SCDL went beyond the 
boundaries of a classroom by offering a perfect blend of exhaustive Study material, E-learning, 
E-mentoring, Virtual Classes, online Assignments and on-demand exams The experience with 
SCDL is definitely on par with present day pinnacle class B-Schools. The online admission 
procedure was simply hassle free, with SCDL doing all crucial verifications without any need 
of the participant to visit the campus and yet the relevant references and study materials were 
posted on time. It is pertinent to note that this add-on would definitely help in surging ahead in 
this competitive world by providing an edge to one’s current profile. 
SCDL, with its dynamic and wide range of specializations helped me to choose a program to 
suit my current professional profile and role. It provided me with the necessary knowledge and 
skills to progress in my career. Additionally, it gave me the option to take assignments and 
exams as per my availability and convenience, thus lending me the flexibility to learn anywhere, 
anytime. 
I feel most content and greatly appreciate the ease of learning and applaud SCDL in its steps 
in making Education so simple and flexible in a country where one fourth of the population is 
devoid of the same. I earnestly wish that SCDL would further bridge the gap between Learning 
and Learner with its continuous positive strides in this direction. 

SCDL’s admission procedure is simple and convenient.  Dispatch of study material of different 
semesters, response to queries and issue resolution is prompt and organised. Delivery of 
lectures through the virtual sessions is very professional and access to the archived sessions 
encourages the students to learn at their own pace. The chat facility augments the student 
lecturer interactions to clarify their doubts. 
The entire learning process at SCDL is structured, transparent and student-friendly. With an 
edge in the quality of education imparted, online course at SCDL is an excellent platform, 
for students/professionals seeking to upgrade their skills without compromising on their busy 
routine.

Imran Momin 
PGDBA, Operations Management Specialization 

R. Anuradha

Regarding website UI- User Interface of site is User friendly. All menus required for Registration 
and Booking VC sessions are provided and are easy to access. Help centres gives prompt reply 
on technical problems. Thanks to SCDL!

Sameer Suresh Patil 
Post Graduate Diploma in Technical Writing.



SCDL is providing excellent online learning environment to students. The virtual classes are very 
helpful because of their interactive nature. Faculty is very knowledgeable and supportive. The 
online assignments and Model Test Papers are quite useful to get a feel of actual examination 
pattern. It has been a wonderful and enriching experience being a student of SCDL.

Being a homemaker full of responsibilities, tensions, irritation and losing my patience, I was 
feeling bored, sitting idle at home. To keep myself busy, I surfed through the net and found 
SCDL to   continue my education. 
Initially, I was apprehensive about pursuing my program, but once I attended virtual classes, I 
gained confidence.
The faculties are very inspiring and patient while conducting classes and this has instilled the 
quality of patience in me. Hats off to all of them.
This is one of my experiences with SCDL.

Neeharika Chouhan
Post Graduate Diploma in Technical Writing.

Reena Menezes A.
PGDHRM 2014-2015

NEW WAY OF LEARNING
I thank SCDL for providing me this opportunity to express my views on distance education. After 
one year of my course, I feel that distance education does help to bring together students of 
different cultures and backgrounds, which is not fully possible in case of classroom study. It 
also helps in giving quality education to those who cannot give up their work schedule to pursue 
full time courses. The study material provided is also in line with the industry needs. It is made 
keeping in view other full time courses. Virtual class is the most powerful facility, as it helps to 
bridge the gap between students and faculties. It enables us to communicate with the teachers 
and other students also. It helps to give a feeling of a real classroom. The biggest benefit of such 
courses is that a person can pursue any other course along with it or can work to add experience. 
Chat sessions also help to get more knowledge of the subject. 
My experience with SCDL till now is good as I learned many things with the help of live sessions 
from teachers. The exams also helped me to develop knowledge, as they were quite competitive. 
In case of classroom learning, group discussions are conducted which help to develop all-round 
personality and soft skills. 
My suggestion is that on the website a classroom talk forum page or message board page should 
be created which has various topics on our subjects through which students can type about the 
topic and thereby, discussion can be initiated. 

Vanita Jain
PGDBA 2014



Big Billion Sale: Worst Day for Flipkart
By Kumkum Tripathi
About Flipkart.com

Flipkart.com, an e-retail company in India, was founded by Sachin Bansal and Binny Bansal in 
October 2007. They decided to launch their own venture to capture Indian e-retail market and 
cater to the rising demands of the online buyers with better services which were not met by the 
existing Indian e-retail companies.

Flipkart emerged as a leading e-retail store leaving behind its competitors within few years by 
incorporating remarkable marketing strategies and customer services. It started with selling 
online book and then gradually added various products under different categories such as 
DVDs/VCDs, mobile phones, electronics, home appliances, furniture and home furnishings, 
apparels, e-learnings, healthcare and personal products, etc.

Current Market Share and Situation

Flipkart is valued approx. $12.5 billion. It aims to double the gross merchandise value (GMV) of 
the products sold on its site to $8 billion (about Rs 50,000 crore) by December 2015, against 
the current $4 billion. It ships about eight million units per month. 

Competitors

The number of e- retail stores are increasing in e-commerce market leading to excessive 
competition. The competitors of Flipkart are Amazon, Snapdeal, Ebay, Google, Alibaba group, 
Junglee Corporation, SD, Rediff, Tradus, Quikr, Kobo and Jabong.

Reasons of Flipkart Success

Strategies of Flipkart that turned it into a big giant E-retail store are convenient and hassle free 
user experience, quick and same day delivery of the product, sound logistic chain network and 
delivery model, better deals to customers and cash on delivery, replacement policy, 24*7 working 
of customer service desk, trustworthy online payments, option of EMI, feature of prepaid wallet 
and also the facility of comparing products on different criteria’s/parameters.

Big Billion Sale: Challenges Faced in October 2014

Flipkart launched a “Big Billion Sale” on October 6, 2014 and collected Rs 600 crore in a day. 
Still this sale was a big failure as Flipkart lost its creditability and reputation due to lots of 
reasons. The very next day of the Sale, they sent out a letter of apology to the customers also 
stating the reasons behind the failure. 

This sale was heavily advertised due to which proposed 24 hour sale sold out in merely 10 hours. 
The sale commenced at 8 A.M. with some limited time, limited stock and partner offers. They 
were out of stocks even when people logged in at 8am. The worst was the price fluctuations 
and jacked up pre-discount costs. Buyers were not able to place the order as servers were 
overloaded showing errors. Even if orders were placed, cancellation messages were received 
by buyers. Most of the products were sold for a price that was less than cost price.

Flipkart was blamed for killing the competition; and indulging in unfair trade practices; therefore, 
complaints were filed against Flipkart to Commerce Ministry. Frustrated customers showed their 
anger through social media. In the meantime, Flipchart’s competitors Amazon and Snapdeal 
appeared to be ‘Silent Winners’ as they took advantage of the situation by offering discounts 
on various products.

CASE STUDY



Issues Identified

•  One day sale propaganda hampered the Brand image of Flipkart in a big way as it led to a 
very high customer dissatisfaction.

•  Most of the customers’ expectation were not met which led to loss of customers because of 
inappropriate handling of the event.

•  Due to under-cutting in some cases and over-pricing in others, Flipkart did not comply with 
the regulatory norms related to Commerce Ministry, which led to unhealthy competition in the 
market.

•  Inappropriate assessment of internal capacity and capabilities and infrastructural support 
lead to server overloading, not being able to cope up with customer’s demand and non-
fulfilment of customer orders. 

Recommendations and Lessons Learnt 
Success of an online organisation depends on effective understanding of online consumer 
behaviour, integrated supply chain, wider product assortment and fair dealing with customers. 

A market research before announcing the big mega sale should have been done in order to 
understand the expected customer hits on the Flipkart portal. Presuming that the sale was 
supposed to be a positive brand building and market expansion activity, the inability to handle 
such large customer base in a day led to customer disappointments and customer loss.

In this case, Flipkart should have done an internal analysis, evaluating their internal capacities 
and capabilities related to the supply chain effectiveness. The short fall of the stock on the 
sale day shouldn’t have been faced by the customers. This definitely needed better inventory 
planning and forecasting. The efficient technical integration of web portal, supply chain and 
delivery model would have created a positive impression of such a mega event.

Customers are price sensitive but targeting the customers just on the basis of low prices was 
not a very positive strategy in the case. The customer expects timely and transparent dealings 
as well from marketers.  Flipkart should have maintained fair price tactics to handle the sales 
pressure. It was unfair as a marketer to offer product priced at an extremely low level, it was a 
step towards unfair competition in the market under the existing regulatory framework.

Overall it was one of the major failures at a strategic level as it needed a holistic integration of 
marketing, operations, customer service and legal department. A proper consultation and work 
in cross functional teams would have made a remarkable difference in the way the sale was 
handled.



RESEARCH SHOWS

Instructional Design: A Paradigm Change in Education

Dr. Pallavi Soman

(Faculty SCDL)

Introduction
The nature of higher education is changing. The traditional four-year brick and mortar institution 
is no longer applicable for a high school graduate, attending college for four years is no longer the 
norm. By the year 2020, students will be taking over half of their courses online. Organisations 
that desire to succeed in today’s global environment, by facilitating changing educational 
demands, will require learning agility and leadership from instructional design leaders.  Higher 
education is in desperate need of a paradigm shift. An instructional design leader is able to 
provide a unique niche in the leadership tasks within higher education. 

Overview of Instructional Design
The field of instructional design developed into the 1950s 
and 1960s. Bloom’s 1956 publication of the Taxonomy of 
Educational Objectives, called for instruction to include a 
more conscientious, scaffolding approach to reaching higher 
learning objectives.  Psychologist Benjamin Bloom divided 
what and how we learn into three separate domains of 
learning.

Broderick’s (2001) description of instructional design provides 
a concise and encompassing articulation of the essence and 
practice of instructional design: 

“Instructional Design is the art and science of creating an instructional environment and materials 
that will bring the learner from the state of not being able to accomplish certain tasks to the state 
of being able to accomplish those tasks.”

Instructional design - 3 Influential Schools of Thought
The major schools of thought in the Western world that shaped the progress of the science of 
instruction (we use the word 'science', because these theories are founded more on logic and 
empirical data than creativity - however, the 'art' element of instruction cannot be denied.)

Behaviourism: Based on observable changes in behaviour. Behaviourism focuses on a new 
behavioural pattern being repeated until it becomes automatic.

Cognitivism: Based on the thought process behind the behaviour. Changes in behaviour are 
observed, and used as indicators as to what is happening inside the learner's mind

Constructivism: Based on the premise that we all construct our own perspective of the world, 
through individual experiences. Constructivism focuses on preparing the learner to solve 
problem.



ADDIE Model

Instructional design is usually the initial stage of systematic instruction, for which there are 

dozens of models. Walter Dick and Lou Carey are widely viewed as the torchbearers of the 

methodology with their authoritative book, The Systematic Design of Instruction (Dick and 

Carey). The five phases of ADDIE are as follows: 

Story Boards

Storyboards are graphic organisers in the form of illustrations or images displayed in sequence 

for the purpose of pre-visualising a motion picture, animation, motion graphic or interactive 

media sequence. An instructional designer creates the script that actually dictates what words, 

images, videos, and audio elements are presented to the audience. The ID works with the 

artists and programmers to ensure that what is envisioned can actually be implemented within 

the time budget and technology constraints. It is his responsibility to apply navigation directions 

to the scripts, add notes indicating any special functions, links, or other software behaviours, 

and create alternate items if necessary. Thus script and story board helps in portraying the 

project as a whole.

Conclusion

Instructional Designing is used to design engaging and effective training material for instructors 

and participants. Develop computer-based and web-based training programs. Create online 

courseware Instructional designers will play a key role in the transition of instructional delivery. 

Instructional designers have traditionally operated behind the scenes in higher education.  It’s 

further noted that instructional designers also play a leader’s role during and after development 

of instructional materials. These studies provide insights for understanding instructional 

designers’ work in higher education institutions, and guidance to professionals in this field.



Economic Analysis and Role of Econometrics
By Prashant Ubarhande
(Faculty SCDL)

Once in an interview, a candidate used the term Econometrics; when asked to define it, the 
candidate said, "Econometrics is the application of Statistical and Mathematical theories to 
economics. Actually this definition is a fine attempt, but, there can still be other information 
about Econometrics not sufficiently presented in it: For example, how Econometrics works? 
What Econometrics contains? How effective Econometrics is? Where to apply the techniques of 
Econometrics? And lot more things. 

Today, research acquires the prime prominence to every business in the world. Management 
research can be the first step towards the journey of excellence in the field of business of any 
kind. Econometrics, in simple words is the application of statistical method and models to solve 
the various problems specially related to economics. Econometrics has widened its scope in 
recent years. The example of which is financial econometrics, in which the quantitative problem 
arising from finance is studied using various statistical techniques and economic theory to 
address a diversity of such a problems.

Some research problems cannot attain the conclusion unless analysed through econometrics. 
Hence this paper highlights the use of econometrics in research for various business operations.
A research work of any purpose has to be analysed properly by using various tools for getting 
the results and solutions to that particular problems. For this, the collected raw data has to be 
sorted & restructured to get feasible output in which econometrics plays an important role, to 
integrate & empirically derive business for management excellence. According to researchers, 
research constitutes Defining the problems, Collection of information, data and reviews, Hunt for 
knowledge, Scientific and methodical search for pertinent information on a specific topic, careful 
investigation or inquiry particularly through search for new facts in any branch of knowledge, 
systematized effort to gain new knowledge and finally a movement from known to unknown. 

Basic objective of management research includes to determine the frequency with which events 
occur or with which it is associated along with environmental factors and variables also to test 
relationship between these events and variables. It also includes understanding market trends, 
or finding the optimal marketing mix, devise effective policies, or find the best investment options 
to be made. This paper highlights utility of the econometrics to deal with stated objectives. 

Econometrics, the statistical metric for economics, can be regarded as one of the main revolutions 
which turned 20th century economics into an engineering, or tool-based scientific approach, in 
which each application of economic theory requires special shaping to environments, whether 
for scientific purposes or in the policy domain (Morgan, 2001).

Econometrics, is a statistical and mathematical analysis of economic relations frequently serving 
as a basis for economic forecasting. Such information is occasionally used by administrators to 
set economic strategy  and even by private business to help decisions on prices, and production. 
It is used mainly by economists to study relationships between economic variables.

Econometrics may be defined as the "applications of mathematics and statistical methods viz 
regression and co-relation to analyse economic data to interpret the results or solutions and 
form a trend for forecasting. Econometrics factually means 'economic measurements'. It is a 
combination of mathematical economical and statistical theories.
The first known use of the concept "econometrics” was by Pawel Ciompa in the beginning of 
twentieth century, Ragnar Frisch is credited with coining the term in the sense that it is used 
today.



The growth or use of statistical tools for analysis of economic connected problems was  noted 
in the early part of the 20th century and, by mid-century, problems had been defined, solutions 
approached and usable concepts developed, so that one could reasonably refer to a different 
body of knowledge embracing both, theory and practice. After 1950, Econometrics became 
established field and the leading method of Applied Economics.
The discriminations of the history of econometrics have frequently been related to the nature 
of its tasks and aims (De Marchi and Gilbert 1989, Heckman 2000, Morgan 1990, Qin 1993). 
Fundamental economic problems according to economist includes, how to create knowledge 
about economic marvels and economic laws provided that, most of them cannot be subjected 
to controlled experiments. Econometricians have presumed that, Descriptions, Regularities, and 
Relationships of the economy must be pulled  out from ‘passive’ observations, and  statistical 
data that is collected from the natural way of economic activities, by the way of statistical 
theories, concepts and tools. Econometrics consequently suffers from all the typical problems 
of an inductive science.
The development of the econometrics could be classified in following stages:

There is a need for generating the confidence that the information or data obtained from a 
business organisations will not be distorted. Good research is methodically organised with 
specified steps.



Care should be taken that………….
•  The guessing and intuition in arriving at conclusions should be avoided and the research 

should not go beyond the boundaries and limitations of the norms of research.
•  Good research is empirical, as it is related basically to one or more aspects of a real situation 

and deals with tangible data that provides a basis for external validity to research results.
• Good research is replicable and should help in building a sound basis for decisions.
•  Further we are in need of proper mechanism or machine which will enable us to analyse the 

collected data.
•  We have to establish a proper relationship between various variable to study and form a trend 

or forecast the various functions like demand.

The determination of econometrics is to give experiential content to economic theory and to 
empirically verify economic theories too. Perhaps the most significant tool of econometrics is 
regression. For instance, the relationship between inflation and GDP; sales and expenditure; 
sales and advertising costs; personal expenditure and demand etc.
A simple example of relationship in econometrics is Personal Expenditure which can be 
represented as (Propensity to Spend * Income + random error)
Two important econometric tools which help to solve the above puzzles are Correlation analysis 
(When we come across situations involving variation of two or more quantities at a time, if these 
quantities vary by the variation in any one of them, then these quantities are correlated) and 
Regression analysis (statistical device used for estimating or predicting unknown values of one 
variable called dependent variable from the known values of other called independent variable)
The use of said techniques and its impact on the business when studied with the help of a 
questionnaire in Pune’s manufacturing industries, following results were produced:
a. 64% organisations are using the techniques of econometrics whereas 36% are not.
b.  Out of 36% those are not applying econometrics 45% (16% of the whole sample) are not 

interested in applying.
c. The major reason behind non users are lack of expert and resistant to change.
d.  Majority (50%) of the respondents agree that, the performance can be improved with the 

application of the econometrics.
e.  Organisations are using econometrics mainly in the sales and marketing related analysis and 

forecasting followed by financial and HR related analysis.
f.  The technique is cost effective according to 2% respondents, whereas about 18% does not 

think so.

Finally we can conclude that 
1) Econometrics has evolved from basic requirements of the research, time to time.
2)  The study of econometrics helps one to understand the applicability of mathematics and 

statistics to the theories of economics and research.
3) Various data could be arranged in meaningful manner with the application of econometrics. 
4) Issues in Management could be best solved by research using econometrics.

(Source: This article is an Excerpt from research paper titled “Econometrics - Introduction and Its Scope 

in Pune's Manufacturing Industry” authored by Prashant B. Ubarhande, Sonali J. Bagade)



A Woman to Lead Women: Chetna Sinha

There is a big difference between the terms manager and leader. A 
manager is the one who gets the work done, sometimes with consent 
and sometimes by hook and crook. But a leader has a far noble approach 
when he makes his teammates work for him. A leader leads the team by 
motivating and inspiring them. He/she believes in giving total freedom 
to his/her teammates and makes them to contribute voluntarily. He/she 
coaches his/her teammates by setting an example before them. Leaders 
seek to create strong teams with people committed to the organisation’s 
overall goals. 

There are many examples of such leaders in business world in India, 
who have created history with their dynamic leadership. And women are not any way lacking in this 
race. Many Indian businesswomen have proved themselves; they not only prospered but also inspired 
other Indian women to come forward and create their individual identity. Though few of them got huge 
recognition, some of them are not even known to us. This article is an attempt to appreciate one such 
case of dynamism and leadership from rural India. On the occasion of International Women’s Day, it is 
befitting to salute all women business leaders for their contribution towards enhancing the dignity of 
women in India on behalf of all women fraternity.

This is an inspiring story of Mrs. Chetna Sinha, who has devoted her life towards the development 
of women in rural India. Chetna Sinha and her husband were both farmers by profession. They first 
approached the Reserve Bank of India about 17 years ago with the idea of founding a bank to serve the 
rural women of our country. Today, at the age of 55 plus, Chetna Sinha has been successfully operating 
three different rural enterprises especially for the rural women in the country. One of them is India's first 
co-operative bank for rural women – the Manndeshi Mahila Bank.

Sinha started the bank in 1997 in Mhasawad. It was a very small village in Satara district of Maharashtra. 
She wanted to help the farmers to come out of their financial problems. So she started offering to the 
farmers through this bank which was run by semi-literate workforce of women from the same village. 
Today, the bank is providing computerized and door to door service to over 1,80,000 women across nine 
districts in rural parts of Maharashtra and Karnataka which includes Satara, Solapur, Sangli, Raigarh, 
Ratnagiri, Pune, Kolhapur, Hubli and Dharwad.

The bank can succeed to maintain the saving accounts of over 1,55,000 women; most of them earn less 
than Rs 50 a day. This is not an end of Sinha’s work. In 2006, Sinha started one business school the 
‘Mann Deshi Business School (MDBS)’ to train the women from this rural sector. Since then it has trained 
over 46,000 women in vocational and entrepreneurial skills. In 2012, Sinha partnered with New York-
based Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) to set up the Manndeshi Chamber of Commerce for Rural Women 
(MCCRW). This was a first of its kind Chamber of Commerce for rural women in India. The MCCRW 
aims to both mentor and address the grievances of women entrepreneurs in rural India. In 2002, Chetna 
Sinha was appointed as a World Fellow to Yale University and in 2003, she was recognised as the Bridge 
Builder by the Harvard University, USA.

Dr. Padmpriya Irabatti
Professor-Management,

SCDL, Pune

INSPIRATION



When life begins in the mother’s womb 
But, it ends up becoming the unborn’s tomb 

When casualness meets convenience 
And, fledgling life taken without repentance 

Where are you, O God?

When an infant is exposed to the elements to die 
And, the perpetrator doesn’t even so much as sigh 
When patriarchal society degenerates into insanity 
And, the girl child suffers such brazen inhumanity 

Where are you, O God?

When the male offspring is the privileged one 
And, the female just for chores to get done 

When his stomach is full and he goes to school 
And, she is left to cook and wash by the pool 

Where are you, O God!

When the innocence of a little girl is violated 
And, the perverse pair of pupils not dilated 

When supposed guardians become exploiters 
And, supposed protectors become assaulter's 

Where are you, O God?

When a spinster is paraded like cattle 
And, the bachelor’s family makes it a battle 
When she’s only worthy of what she brings  
Even in this day, behold how true it rings 

Where are you, O God?

When dowry becomes a lingering issue 
And, she feels pain in every tissue 

When blamed for her husband’s impotence 
And, his lineage gets all the importance 

Where are you, O God?

When bruised and battered by violence and taunts 
And, the ghost of impending death still haunts 

When not killed for dowry but dumped for another 
and, she’s the scapegoat for she’s the other 

Where are you, O God?

When she’s unwanted by her own parents 
And, siblings become social norms’ adherents 
When people on both sides strip her of dignity 

And, she’s expected to show them magnanimity 
Where are you, O God?

When it’s back again to being in vision’s range 
And, perverts who never think it strange 
When to them it’s all her deliberate fault 

And, the self-righteous feel she’s not worth her salt 
Where are you, O God?

When interaction with unrelated men raises suspicion 
And, her character held to ransom by public opinion 

When making a new beginning seems a distant dream 
And, much like scaling a mountain it begins to seem 

Where are you, O God?

When rejected by in-laws, unwelcome among her own 
And, the seeds of her future ruin are truly sown 

When despised by society and open to exploitation 
And, it’s as if life’s genome has undergone mutation 

Where are you, O God?

When this is all there is to a woman’s fate 
And, she’s treated similarly by father and mate 

When even the men she bore respect her no more 
And, society becomes rotten to its core 

Where are you, O God?

When she’s ever so desperate but has nowhere to go 
And, she wonders whether she can turn to you or no 
Will you rescue your own creation—half of humanity? 

Or, leave them helpless and crying in unanimity 
Where are you, O God?

A poem by - Cliff Samuel 
Former Head - Corporate Communications, 

Media and Editorial, 
Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning

Disturbed, whirled, sometime cruel; 
Struggle, worthy, sometime fuel; 
It can be poison, it can be hive, 

Concern is all about life…..

Aisle in air, some in fair; 
I‘ll be descent, who do not dare; 
Medals to those who do in live, 

Concern is all about life……

Marshal’s tier, beggar’s wear; 
Saints tear but no one hear; 

Money is making people to dive, 
Concern is all about life……

Oars are need, shurikens are weed; 
Good or bad? Today’s human breed; 

No one “Happy”, all is jive, 
Concern is all about life, It is fain, it is knife.

Gurdeep Singh 
Batch 2014-16 

PGDBM -marketing

Creative Corners

Reflections - Where are you, O God? 

Concern is all about life, It is fain, it is knife.



Karnika Joshi
Post Graduate Diploma in Educational Administration.

Why One Must Write

Soul must not aspire to reach immortality,
Yet must try to stretch the very limits of it, for 

Man is born not just to be happy,
But to realize many things 

In order to uplift those who are left alone,
On the treacherous paths of life. 

Surely, in the end 
It is not the words of the enemy, but 

Silence of friends that you will remember...
Vimal Kumar Puthiydath

Diploma in Creating Writing in English



Suraj Sharma, PGDIB 



VIRTUAL LEARNING: A PARADIGM SHIFT TOWARDS HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA

Virtual learning is basically called e-learning where the medium of interaction between the learner 

and the teacher is internet. It is the internet, which plays a pivotal role between these two. The rapid 

technological advancement has now provided the facility of e-learning being offered by different institutes 

in the country. Earlier, people used to rely only upon the conventional method of learning because 

of unavailability of any other medium. But the invention of the World Wide Web in 1992 made online 

education increasingly accessible and allowed new pedagogical models to emerge. Because the Web 

is easy to use and capable of presenting multimedia, it expanded the range of disciplines that could be 

offered online. The 1980s and 1990s saw enormous innovation and expansion in online education and 

networking at all levels of education. The telecommunications and knowledge revolution enabled greater 

and faster human communication and collaboration and led to fundamentally new forms of economic 

activity that produced the knowledge economy and required basic changes in education. 

The 21st century thus begins with a paradigm shift in attitudes towards e-learning, especially in 

higher education. Our new understanding of the very nature of learning has affected the definition, design 

and delivery of education. It will alter global civilization as educators and learners worldwide adopt and 

adapt networked collaborative learning. Emerging technologies are leading to the development of many 

new opportunities to guide and enhance learning, which were unimaginable even a few years ago. As 

our society is entering a knowledge-based, Internet/Web-driven economy, higher education becomes 

a necessity for any individual who wants to be competitive and successful, regardless of his or her 

age, gender and race. The revolutions in wireless technologies have seen the worldwide proliferation 

of wireless communication devices. The current era is of cutthroat competition, where every single 

individual is worried about his career because to enter the market, it is a must to get quality education. 

For this sake, people are more career oriented today than the previous times, because earlier, financial 

constraints did not allow them to go for regular education while employed. Some of them somehow 

joined distance education but it was just providing a degree but not much knowledge. 

However, virtual learning broke all such impediments to learning and is helpful in the enhancement 

of knowledge and development of personality. It facilitates an option for a student to connect with the 

online classes by the experts of their respective field. It also gives an opportunity to interact with the 

distinguished faculty to discuss any specific topic. The centre for virtual learning assesses the quality of 

students by conducting online exams in different parts of the country, which is also as per the availability 

and suitability of candidates. This provides a superb platform to all those who are either working in any 

organisation or doing their own business or preparing for competitive exams; they may simultaneously 

enrol for the courses offered by these institutes and can prosper themselves to reach the zenith of their 

career. 

Last but not the least, I would like to wind up my article by saying that Symbiosis Centre for Distance 

Learning has played an incredible role in shaping the careers of millions of students in India by providing 

different courses as per the demand of the market, which has contributed a lot towards the economy. 

Kudos to technology and kudos to SCDL!

Syed Noorul Shajar
PGDBA (2014-16)



National Conference on Open and Distance Learning held at SCDL
The National Conference on Open and Distance Learning was held on 19th September 2014 at Symbiosis Centre 
for Distance Learning, Pune. Eminent speakers from the world of open and distance education and representatives 
of the Ministry of Human Resource Development participated in the conference. The aim of the conference, which 
evoked a good response, was to bring high-level dignitaries from the field of open and distance learning to speak 
on various issues confronted by the institutions imparting distance education in India, and also to create a platform 
for people associated with distance education to discuss the issues and challenges faced by them. The conference 
held plenary sessions on ‘Government policies for ODL – Future Path’ and ‘Potential of Online learning’, which were 
followed by panel discussions. A report was prepared on the conference proceedings and was forwarded to the 
MHRD and the participants.

Using Bloom’s Taxonomy to Frame Exam Questions Explored
Testing the distance learners on all levels of learning and preparing effective questions is a very important aspect of 
evaluation pedagogy. A special half-day workshop was held for the faculty of Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning 
on framing exam questions based on Bloom’s Taxonomy. This workshop was held at the SCDL campus in Pune 
on 12th November 2014. It was conducted by assistant professors, Dr. Pallavi Soman, Uttara Deolankar and Vijay 
Masarkar, and was attended by whole of the Academics department, including the Editorial team. The workshop 
included interactive sessions and the use of worksheets. Those who attended it found it interesting and useful.

SCDL’s ISO Certificate Renewed 
The assessment of SCDL for ISO 9001:2008 Re-Certification/Re-Registration was conducted on 29th and 30th 
January 2015 by the certifying agency, American Quality Assessors (India) Pvt. Ltd. All the processes of SCDL were 
thoroughly assessed by these external auditors and SCDL’s certificate has been renewed for another three-year 
period, in keeping with the norms of the certifying agency.

SCDL Students Now Have Access to Model Question Papers
As a student-friendly measure, the Evaluation department of SCDL has introduced the facility of online access to 
model question papers for students. This initiative, which was taken in January 2015, will offer students a preview of 
the type of questions they could expect in their exams and allotment of marks for various question types. They will 
get a feel of the overall pattern of their examination paper. These model question papers have been uploaded on the 
student center, which students will be able to access through their login. 

NEWS FROM SCDL 



SCDL to Launch New Programs
Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning is all set to launch new programs in Management, Information Technology 
and Law, from the academic year in 2016-17. The new programs include Certificate Program in Digital Marketing, PG 
Diploma in Network and Cyber Security and   a single course in Cyber Law in Corporate Practice. These programs 
are relevant to the need of the time.

Book Exhibition Held at SCDL Campus
A day-long exhibition of books was held, on 11th February 2015, for the staff, students and faculty of SOES, in the 
library, at the SCDL campus, in Pune. Books and periodicals brought out by a variety of publishers were put on 
display. The stated objective of this annual exhibition is to create awareness of the latest publications to have hit the 
market. 

The exhibition evoked a positive response from the staff, students and faculty of SOES, who spent some time 
browsing through the books and periodicals on display, and interacting with the librarian, Suhas Bhosale. Judging 
from the feedback received, the exhibition was well received by one and all. 

International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) Regional Conference to be held at Symbiosis 
Centre for Distance Learning 

Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning will host a two day ICDE International/ Regional Conference in March 2017 
on the theme of Unleashing the potential of ODL–“Reaching the unreached”. The aim of the conference shall be 
to provide a platform for communication between researchers, teachers and practitioners in Open and Distance 
Learning. The ultimate aim being to provide impetus and provide a common basis for the future of research and 
action points for enhancement of reach of Open and Distance Learning.

Academics Department starts an Academic Research Forum

The Academics Department has started an Academic Research Forum under the guidance of Dean Professor Dr. 
Madhu Madan. The department plans to have various Academic and Research activities through paper presentations, 
discussion forums etc.

Research Journal on ODL

Symbiosis Centre for Distance Learning, Pune, plans to provide a platform to researchers and academicians in the 
form of a research journal on ODL, as publications by Indian researchers on online and distance learning are almost 
non-existent. Online and Distance Learning (ODL) is the need of the hour in a young country such as India, as it 
makes higher education available to aspiring youth as well as adult learners, and reaches out to the unreached in the 
remotest corners of this vast nation. 

The central theme of the inaugural issue of the peer-reviewed, refereed, international, interdisciplinary, bi-annual 
research journal of SCDL is ‘Sustaining and Enhancing the Quality of ODL’. 

Professor and Dean Academics, Dr. Mrs. Madhu 
Madan, with Subhash Jagdale from the Evaluation 
department, at the exhibition.

The librarian, Suhas Bhosale, with faculty members of SCDL browsing through the 
books on display.



Symbiosis Skills and Open University to Start Soon

Skill development is an important driver for industrial and economic growth of India. For crystallizing the ‘Make in 

India’ vision a large pool of skilled workforce has to be created quickly. Under the leadership of President and Founder, 

Symbiosis Padma Bhushan Dr. S B Mujumdar & Dr. Swati Mujumdar, Principal Director, Symbiosis Open Education 

Society, Symbiosis is establishing India’s 1st Skill Development & Open University at Pune, Maharashtra.

The foundation stone of Symbiosis Skills & Open University was laid at the auspicious hands of Shri. Devendra 
Fadnavis ji, Hon Chief Minister of Maharashtra on November 27th 2015 at Kiwale, Pune.

The event was also graced by Shri. Vinod Tawde, Hon Minister for Higher & Technical Education, Shri. Girish Bapat, 

Hon Minister for Food & Civil Supplies & Guardian Minister, Pune Dist, Shri. Rajesh Tope, Former Minister for Higher 

& Technical Education, several MPs, industry representatives, MLAs & other dignitaries.

Today students shy away from pursuing skill based courses due to lack of social acceptability & vertical mobility for 

such courses. At the same time the industry needs a large pool of skilled manpower. To bridge this gap Symbiosis is 

establishing a self-financed Skills & Open University at Kiwale, Pune. The University will offer Certificates, Diplomas 

and Degree programs in high growth sectors such as Automobile, Construction, Manufacturing, Logistics, Retail, 

Banking, IT, Beauty and Wellness etc. with multi entry exit and credit banking options. The objective of the University 

is to create ‘industry ready’ youth who can be gainfully employed upon completion of their courses. The University 

plans to start offering programs from academic year 2016.

Partnerships with industry for joint curricula development, skill training, on the job training, joint applied research 

projects etc. will be undertaken by the University. Center of Excellence, labs, simulation software and training 

workshops will be created to impart skill & practical training.

The open and distance learning programs will complement the skill based courses. These ODL programs are aimed 

at ‘Reaching the Unreached’ and providing educational opportunities to students from all strata of society and to 

those located in remote corners. The ODL programs will enable continuing education and lifelong learning with the 

facility to study from anywhere at any time.

The University will also have a Community College and a Vocational & Employment Guidance Cell which will offer 

career guidance and livelihood oriented short term courses to local farmers, women and school drop outs. 

On this occasion, Hon Chief Minister and Hon Education Minister inaugurated a web portal for EDUTOURISM called 

www.edutourism.in , which provides information to students planning to come to Pune for education. Information 

related to various universities and colleges in Pune, services & facilities such as accommodation, transportation, 

canteens, mess, hospitals, recreation etc. will be available on the web portal. Students can search for facilities nearby 

any college of their choice. Website is available to all students and provides information about all colleges, not just 

Symbiosis. Such a website will hugely benefit the student community in general. 



NEWS FROM OTHER INSTITUTES OF SOES 

SOES Sponsors Rotary Literacy Summit- Dr. S.B. Mujumdar was ‘guest of honour’

Rotary International held its South Asia Literacy Summit 2015, called Lakshya, at Balewadi, in Pune, from 
13th to 15th February 2015. SOES was one of the official sponsors of the event.

SISD signs MoU with Abhi Impact Logistics Solutions 

Symbiosis Institute of Skill Development (SISD) entered 
into a MoU with Abhi Impact Logistics Solutions Pvt. Ltd., 
17th December 2014. The MoU was signed by Dr. Swati 
Mujumdar, Principal Director, Symbiosis Open Education 
Society (SOES), and Jitendra Joshi, CEO, Abhi Impact 
Logistics Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (AILSPL), at the Symbiosis 
Centre for Distance Learning campus in Pune. 

Swachhata Abhiyaan Undertaken SVJC

The students and teachers of SVJC participated in 
the ‘Swachhata Abhiyaan’ or ‘Clean India’ movement 
on 18th November 2014. As a part of the program, a 
cleanliness drive was organised at the SCDL campus to 
mark the occasion.

(L to R) Dr. Swati Mujumdar, Principal Director, Symbiosis 
Open Education Society; Deepak Shikarpur, Director, 

Autoline Design Software Ltd., and Director, SEED Infotech; 
and Jitendra Joshi, CEO, Abhi Impact Logistics Pvt. Ltd.

Teachers and students of SVJC cleaning the SCDL campus
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